
8th Grade Math Tribe Day Week ofApril 27-31

When solving equations, our goal is to get the variable ofa side by itself. The variable needs to have a
coefficient ofpositive one (meaning x or y; not -x or 2y). [n order to get the variable on a side by itself,
we have to use inverse operations to move the components ofthe equation from side to side.

Steps to solving equations
1. Identify like terms.

Ifhelpful, you can highlight, circle, etc....
2. Combine like terms on opposite sides using inverse operations.

Remember:
Addition and Subtraction are inverse operations
Multiplication and Division are inverse operations

3. Simplify the equation until the variable has a coefficient of 1 and there are no variables on the other
side.

Example 1:
0.5x+0.8= 6

-0.8 =-0.8

0.5x = 5.2
0.5x 5.2x

0.5 0.5

x= 2.6

The inverse ofadding 0.8 is subtracting 0.8 from both sides

Inverse ofmultiplying by 0.5 is to divide both sides by 0.5

0.5 on the top and 0.5 on the bottom left side cancel each other out.

x-2.6

Example2:

2.4 = -0.6x-0.6 The inverse ofsubtracting 0.6 isto add 0.6 to both sides ofthe equal sign
+0.6 = +0.6

3.0 = -0.6x Inverseofmultiplyingby-0.6istodivideby-0.6onbothsides

3.0 0.6x 3.0 - -0.6 calculates to -5
-0.6 0.6

-5 - x x=-5

TURNING IN OPTIONS:
You may in the paper copy to your teacher through e-mail, remind, text, e-mail, or turn into the school
on Tuesday/Thursday from 9 am to 2 pm - OR - you can key your answers into the document located in
Google CIassroom and tum in that form. Iftuming in on Google Classroom, this form is designed to
self-check your answers.

Teacher Name E-mail
Remind (text to

81010)
Phone number

Mrs. Armstrong kcndra.armstrongfSi.monteomerv.kyschools.us @armsl920 1-859-813-5160

Mr. Gay Jim.eaviSimonteomerv.kvschools.us @gayl920
Mrs. Richards Mike.sexton2@montgomerv.kyschools.us @46g7f9



8th Grade Math

TRIBE Day - Week of4/27 to 5/1

Solve each cquation.

1) 2.02 =-8.8m + 7.3
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2) -7.8^+5.1=58.92
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5) 55-98 = 7.2r - 4.5 6) -33.65=7.3+3.56
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=-4.1 -3.3.c 10) -3.5+4.8x =-61.1

11) 6.6+0.2n =8.06 12) -1.4-6.5n =121.45

13) -3.7x+2.3 =4.89 14) 84.41 =4.4-6.3n



8th Grade Algebra Tribe Day Week ofApril 27-May 1
Name: Teacher: A. Richards

Learning Target: I can simplify radicals
When simplifying radicals, our goal is to reduce as much ofthe square roots out ofan expression as

possible.
1,4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49,64,81,100,121, 144, 169, 196,225,256, 289,324,361,400

These numbers are the squares ofother numbers. We call them Perfect Squares. For instance; 10 x 10 =

100.

We say, " 100 is the perfect square of 10 .
When we find the square root ofnumbers we are asking the question,

"What number times itselfequals
this number?" In the instance ofperfect squares, the results are whole numbers. They are much
simpler to work with. However, we need to have a way to describe those other numbers that are
in-between.

'100= 10andV121 =11. But what about those numbers between 100 and 121.
The way that we would describe that in Math is called a Radical. Not all numbers can be simplified.

Radicals are simplified by taking out as many square roots as possible. The steps to simplifying radicals
are:

1. Find the largest perfect factor.
2. Simplify the perfect root by removing all perfect factors (TWINS), by taking one out ofthe radical.

Factors are 25 x 2

25 is a perfect square which can factor to 5

We have a set oftvvins. One ofthe twins comes out.

Now simplify

Answer

Factors are 36 x 3

We have a perfect square
We have twins. One ofthe twins comes out

Now simplify
Answer

Example 3:
/450

V50xV9

V25x V2xV9
'5x5 x V2 x V3 x 3

5xV2 x 3

15V2

Factors are 50 and 9.

Restated

50 becomes V25 x V^. 9 simplifies to V3 x 3. I think we have twins!

One 5 comes out and one 3 comes out

Simplify 5 x 3tobecomel5
Answer

Mike.sexton2(%montgomerv.kvschools.us Google Voice 859-474-5045



Problems

i. V4d

8th Grade Algebra Tribe Day Week ofApril 27-May 1
Learning Target: I can simplify radicals

5. VT5
V4x 2 -c 5

2. V48 6. V150
V5x 5 3: 6
5V6

3. V56 7. V200

4. V63 8. V320

Mike.sexton2@montgomerv.kvschools.us Google Voice 859-474-5045



8th Grade ELA: Rhetorical Appeals
Tribe Day Work Week of April 27th - May 1st

Pagcl

Name
Teacher

Directions: Complete t^.Q of ihe tbllowing three assignmenl options for the
week of April 27th - May 1st. Attach cxtra notebook paper ifyou nccd inore

space lo develop your paragraphs.

Option 1: Watch Governor Andy Besliear's daily press conference one day this
week. Writc a paragraph in which you identify and explain how Governor
Beshear uses the three rhetorical appeals (ethos, pathos, logos). Clearly and
concisely communicate your answer by writing in complete sentcnccs and

giving specific examples of each appeal. Include the day on which you
watched the Governor's press conference, as vvcll as a brief summary of what
he discussed in your paragraph. Your paragraph should be 6-8 sentences.

^'(•t+& <|OLIV ^ava^'ra^'h h6v&... Co^+toyi \~)



8th Grade ELA: Rhetorical Appeals
Tribc Day Work Week of April 27th - May l.st

Pagc2

Option 2: Writc a paragraph in vvhich you dcscribc a school appropriate
commercial you've seen on T.V. OR analyze the provided advertisement on

page 3 if you do not havc access to a T.V. Explain the rhclorical d£ii££(s)

(ethos, pathos, logos) tliat are used in the conimercial/advertisement. Be
specific and give dctails to demonstrate your knowledge of rhctorical dcvices.
Remember there may be more than one rhetorical device used in one
commercial/advertiscmcnt. In fact, M08T commercials/ads do cmploy morc
than one rhetorical device to make the commercial/ad as persuasive as

possible. In your paragraph, cxplain whether or not you fclt Ihe rhetorical
devices used were persuasive. In other words, were you convinced? Would
others be convinced? Explain why or why not. Your paragraph should be 6-8
complete sentence.

\/^yi+& ^oUy ^av-Qo^ira^h he.ya... Co^tton T-)



8th Grade ELA: Rhetorical Appeals
Tribc Day Work Week of April 27th - May 1st

Pagc3
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8th Grade ELA: Rhetorical Appeals
Tribc Day Work Weck of April 27th - May 1st

Pagc 4

Option 3: Persuade your parents! Think of somelhing you want from your
parents. Maybe it's something you want your parcnts to l)uy you, a place you
want to go, or something youjust want them to allow you to do. It can be
anything, as long as it's school appropriate. Have a conversation with eithcr
both or one of your parents and try to persuade them to give you what you
want. Plan out your conversation beforehand, and include each of the thrce
rhetorical appeals (ethos, pathos, logos) in your argument. After your
conversation with your parents, write a paragraph describing the discussion.
Identify your main argument. and explain the rhetorical appeals you used.
Answer the following questions: Was your argument successful? How
receptive were your parents of your proposition? Which appeals worked the
best? Did your parents eventually see your side and change their minds or
not? Why do you think your argument was successful or unsuccessful?
Your paragraph should be 6-8 complcte sentcncc.

V^yita ^oU^- ^afa^ya^h h&^-e.... (o^tlon ^>)



English 1: Tribe Day 4/27-5/1
Name: Teacher: Morgan Miller

I know that all ofyou are very familiar with the basic types offigurative language. Simile, metaphor, hyperbole, and

personification are all terms that have been drilled into your heads for many years now. More thanjust knowing
what these terms mean, you should at this point be able to recognize them when you see or hear them, and be able to
understand the effect they have. While your knowledge on figurative language is good vvith the terms you know,
there are a lot oftenns I would venture to say you don't know - and that's where this week's lesson picks up! I'll be
introducing 6 different figurative language terms to you this week. Let's get started...

1) ALLU8ION (uh-Ioo-shun): A briefand indirect reference to a person, place, thing or idea ofhistorical, cultural,
literary or political significance. Example: "This

place is like a Garden ofEden." - This is a biblical allusion to the
"garden ofGod" in the Book ofGenesis.

2) ASSONANCE (as-oh-nunce): When two or more words, close to one another repeat the same vowel sound, but
start with different consonant sounds.

Example: "Mcn scll the wedding bells."

The same vowel sound ofthe short vowel "-e-" repeats itselfin almost all the words, excluding the definite article.
The words do sharc thc same vowel sounds, but start with different consonant sounds - unlike alliteration, which
involves repetition ofthe same consonant sounds.

3) SYNECDOCHE (sin-eck-doe-key): A literary device in which a part ofsomething represents the whole, or it
may use a whole to represent a part. Example: The word "sails" refers to a whole ship

4) ANAPHORA (uh-naf-or-uh): In writing or speech, the deliberate repetition ofthe first part ofthe sentence in
order to achieve an artistic effect. Example: "Buying diapers for the baby, feeding the baby, playing with the

baby: This is what your life is when you have a baby.

5) EUPHEMISM (you-ftih-miz-um): The term euphemism refers to polite, indirect expressions that replace words
and phrases considered harsh and impolite, or which suggest something unpleasant. Example: The boy was let go
from hisjob (fired).

6) ANTITHESIS (an-ti-the-sis): Antithesis, which literally means "opposite," is a rhetorical device in which two

opposite ideas are put together in a sentence to achieve a contrasting effect. (The difference between antithesis and

an oxymoron is that antithesis deals with contradictory ideas, whereas oxymoron deals with contradictory terms.

Examples:
• Patience is bitter, but it has a sweet fruit.
• Money is the root ofall evil: poverty is the fruit ofall goodness.



Recoanizina Fiaurative Lanauaae In Sonas
Directions: Below you will find lyrics to 6 different songs. See if you can determine which type of
figurative language is being used in the excerpt. Write the figurative language on the line provided.

SAQ: Consider the 6 types of figurative language you have learned in this lesson. Knowing them is one thing,
but understanding their effect is even more important. Why do you think an author would choose to incorporate
figurative language into their writing? Give a thorough explanation below. Make sure you follow the RACE
format in your response (restate, answer, cite, explain).

"Coiinting Stars" OncRcpublic

Ifeel something so right by doing the
wrong thing
And Ifeel something so wrong by
doing the right thing

/ couldn 'l iie, couldn 't lie, couldn 't

lie
Every thing that kills me makes me

feel alive

FL:

"Lose Yourself'
Eminem

...he keeps onforgetting what he
wrote down, the whole crowd goes
so loiid
He opens his mouth, bul the words
won t come out
He's choking how, everybody's

joking now
The clock's nin oiit...

FL:

"Picture to Burn"
Taylor Swift

I'mjust sitting here planning my
revenge
There 's nothing stopping me
From going out with all ofyour
bestfriends
And ifyou come around saying
sorry to me
Mv daddv's sonna show vou how
sorrv vou 'll be.

FL:

"Bills Bills Bills"
Destiny's Child

Can you pay my bills?
Can you pay my telephone bills?
Doyoupay my automo bills?
Ifyou did then maybe we could chill
/ don 't think you do
So, you and me are through

FL:

"Love Story"
Taylor Svvift

Thatyou were Romeo, you were
throwing pebbles
And my daddy said, "Stay away

from Juliet"
And I was crying on the staircase
Begging you

"Please don 't
go

FI.:

"Sunday Morning"
Maroon 5

That may be all l need
In darkness, she is atl I see
Come and rest vour bones with nie
Driving slo\v 011 Siinday moniiiig
And I never wcnt to leave

FL:





8th Grade Science Tribe Work Hard Copy for Students Without Internet Access
Week of 4/27-5/1
Name: _ Teacher:

Please complete BOTH Parts.

Important note: Evolution is a scientific theory. This is not a scientific fact. Please keep this
in mind as we continue this unit. This unit will discuss the theory of evolution by natural
selection including the evidence that supports this theory.

Part 1: Read the article below. Then answer the questions.

Article 1: 4.1 Theory of Evolution
Website:httDS://flexbooks.ck12.ora/cbook/ck-12-m(ddle-school-life-science~2.0/section/4.1/priman//lesson/theorv-of-evolution-bv--natural-selectton-ms-l3

Where in the world is this?
This picture was taken in the Galapagos Islands, which is off the west
coast of South America. The Galapagos Islands are home to many
unique organisms, such as these tree-like cacti. Darwin's observations
on these islands led to his development of the theory of evolution.

Darwin's Theory of Evolution
Do you ever wonder why some birds are big like ostriches and some
birds are small like robins? Orwhy a lion has a mane while a leopard

has spots? In the 19th century, an English natural scientist named Charles Darwin (Figure below)
was also fascinated by the diversity of life on Earth.

He set out to answer the following questions:
• Why are organisms different?
• Why are organisms similar?
• Why are there so many different types of organisms?

To answer his questions, he developed what we now call "the theory of evolution by natural
selection." This theory is one of the most important theories in the field of life science. In everyday
English, "evolution" simply means "change." In biology, evolution states that all living organisms
came from earlier forms of life. The theory of evolution by natural selection explains why evolution
occurs. Darwin spent over 20 years traveling around the world and making observations before he
fully developed his theory.

Voyage of the HIVIS Beagle
In 1859, Charles Darwin published his book, On the Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection
(often known as The Ohgin of Species). His book describes the observations and evidence that he
collected more than 20 years of research, beginning with a five-year voyage around the world on a
British research ship, the HMS Beagle. During the voyage (Figure below), Darwin made
observations about plants and animals around the world. He also collected specimens to study for
when he returned to England.

Each time the HMS Beagle stopped at a port, Darwin went on land to explore and look at the local
plants, animals, and fossils. One of the most important things Darwin did was keep a diary. He took
detailed notes and made drawings of his observations.

The Galapagos Islands
While the crew of the HMS Beagle mapped the coastline of South America, they traveled to a group
of islands called the Galapagos. The Galapagos are a group of 16 volcanic islands near the equator,
about 600 miles from the west coast of South America. Darwin spent months on foot exploring the



islands. The specimens he collected from the Galapagos and sent back to England greatly influenced
his ideas ofevolution.

On the Galapagos, Darwin observed that the same kind ofanimal differed from one island to another.
For example, the iguanas (large lizards) differed between islands (Figure below). The members of
one iguana species spent most of their time in the ocean, swimming and diving underwater for

seaweed, while those of
another iguana species lived
on land and ate cactus.
Darwin wondered why there
were two species of iguanas
on the same set of islands
that were so different from
one another. What do you
think?
The Galapagos iguanas are among the

signature animals of the Galapagos
Islands. Here both a land Eguana and a

ty
lantf louana Narine lauana marine iguana are shown.

Giant Tortoises
Darwin also observed giant tortoises on the Galapagos (Figure below). These tortoises were so large
that two people could ride on them. Darwin noticed that different tortoise species lived on islands with
different environments. hle realized that the tortoises had traits that allowed them to live in their
particular environments. For example, tortoises that ate plants near the ground had rounded shells
and shorter necks. Tortoises on islands with tall shrubs had longer necks and shells that bent upward,
allowing them to stretch their necks (Figure below). Darwin began to hypothesize that organisms
developed traits over time because of differences in their environments. Darwin began to think that
organisms evolved adaptations that allowed them to live in their environment. These adaptations

were beneficial traits for their
environment.
The name "Galapagos" means "giant tortoise."

When Darwin arrived on the Galapagos
Islands, he was amazed by the size and

variety of shapes of these animals. The giant
tortoise (left) is a unique animal found oniy in
the Galapagos Isiands. There are only about

200 tortoises remaining on these islands. This
Pinta Island tortolse (right) is able to reach

leaves high in shrubs with its long neck and
curved she!l.

1, Geospisa magnirostris
3. Geospisa par^ufi

2. Ge&spisa fortis
4. Certhidea olivacea

Darwin's Finches
The most studied animals on the Galapagos are finches, a type
of bird (Figure below). When Darwin first observed finches on
the islands, he did not even realize they were all finches. But
when he studied them further, he realized they were related to
each other. Each island had its own distinct species offinch. The
birds on different islands had many similarities, but their beaks
differed in size and shape.

Four of Darwin's finch species from the Galapagos Islands. The birds came from the
same finch ancestor. They evolved as they adapted to different food resources on

different islands. The first bird uses its large beak to crack open and eat large seeds.
Bird #3 is able to pull small seeds out of small spaces.

Finches From Galapagos Archipelago



In his diary, Darwin pointed out how each animal is well-suited for its particular environment. The
shapes ofthe finch beaks on each island were well-matched with the seeds available on that island,
but not the seeds on other islands. For example, a larger and stronger beak was needed to break
open large seeds on one island, and a small beak was needed to eat the small seeds on a different
island.

Answer the following questions:
1. Define biological evolution.

2. Who was Charles Darwin?

3. What is special about the Galapagos islands?

4. Name an example of how animals were adapted for their specific environments on the
Galapagos Islands.

Part 2: Read the article below. Then answer the questions.

Article 2: Darwin
Website:https://www.ck12.orq/c/bioloqy/dan/vin/lesson/Darwins-Voyaqe-of-the-Beaqle-BIO/[

What's that big red pouch?
The Frigate bird ofthe Galapagos Islands. This bird can be found
throughout the tropical Atlantic down to the Galapagos Islands and
Ecuador, but not in Europe or South America, so Darwin may never
have come across one until he landed on the Galapagos. Such a

'i^ unique creature was bound to make a naturalist such as Darwin
wonder why. Why do they look the way they do? What's that big
red pouch? What are the advantages?

Darwin's Theory
The Englishman Charles Darwin is one ofthe most famous scientists who ever lived. His place in the
history of science is well deserved. Darwin's theory of evolution represents a giant leap in human
understanding. It explains and unifies all of biology.
Darwin's theory of evolution actually contains two major ideas:

1. One idea is that evolution occurs. In other words, organisms change over time. Life on Earth
has changed as descendants diverged from common ancestors in the past.

2. The other idea is that evolution occurs by natural selection. Natural selection is the process
that results in living things with beneficial traits producing more offspring than others. This
results in changes in the traits of living things over time.

In Darwin's day, most people believed that all species were created at the same time and remained



unchanged thereafter. They also believed that Earth was only about 6,000 years old. Therefore,
Darwin's ideas revolutionized biology. How did Darwin come up with these important ideas? It all
started when he went on a voyage.

The Voyage of the Beagle

'°%is^.<::"%'
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In 1831, when Darwin
was just 22 years old,
he set sail on a
scientific expedition
on a ship called the
HMS Beagle. He was
the naturalist on the
voyage. As a
naturalist, it was his

job to observe and
collect specimens of

plants, animals,
rocks, and fossils
wherever the
expedition went
ashore. The route the
ship took and the
stops they made are

shown in the Figure.
Voyage of the Beagle. This map shows the roule of Darwin's 5-year voyage on the HMS Beagle. Each stop along the way is labeled.
Darwin and the others on board eventually circled the globe.[Figure2]

Darwin was fascinated by nature, so he loved his job on the Beagle. He spent more than 3 years of
the 5-year trip exploring nature on distant continents and islands. While he was away, a former
teacher published Darwin's accounts of his observations. By the time Darwin finally returned to
England, he had become famous as a naturalist.

Darwin's Observations
During the long voyage, Darwin made many observations that helped him form his theory of
evolution. For example:

• He visited tropical rainforests and other new habitats where he saw many plants and animals
he had never seen before (see Figure below). This impressed him with the great diversity of
life.

• He experienced an earthquake that lifted the ocean floor 2.7 meters (9 feet) above sea level.
He also found rocks containing fossil sea shells in mountains high above sea level. These
observations suggested that continents and oceans had changed dramatically over time and
continue to change in dramatic ways.

• He visited rock ledges that had clearly once been beaches that had gradually built up over
time. This suggested that slow, steady processes also change Earth's surface.

• He dug up fossils of gigantic extinct mammals, such as the ground sloth (see Figure below).
This was hard evidence that organisms looked very different in the past. It suggested that
living things—likeEarth's surface—changeover time.

^lni.

%vi-
^^r^F_..

On his voyage, Darwin saw
giant marine iguanas and
blue-footed boobies. He also
dug up the fossil skeleton of a
giant ground sloth fike the one



shown here. From ieft: Giant Marine Iguana, Blue-Footed Boobies. and Fossil Skeleton of a Giant Ground Sloth[Figure3]

The Galapagos Islands
Darwin's most important observations were made on the Galapagos Islands (see map in Figure).
This is a group of 16 small volcanic islands 966 kilometers (600 miles) offthe west coast of Ecuador,

South America.

Galapagos Islands. This map shows the location ofthe Galapagos Islands that Darwin visited on his
voyage.[Figure4]

Tortoise with saddle-shaped shell Tortoise with dome-shaped shell
Galapagos Tortoises. Galapagos torioises have differently shaped shells depending on which island they inhabit. Tortoises with
saddle-shaped shells can reach up to eat piant leaves above their head. Tortoises with dome-shaped shells cannot reach up in this
way. These two types oftortoises live on islands with different environments and food sources. How might this explain the differences
in theirshells?[Figure5]

Answer the following questions:
1. State the two main ideas in Darwin's theory.

2. What was Darwin's role on the Beagle?

3. Describe two observations Darwin made on his voyage on the Beagle that helped him develop
his theory of evolution.

4. Why did Darwin's observations of Galapagos tortoises cause him to wonder how species
originate?



8th Grade Social Studies Tribe Work April 27-May 1

NAME CLASS

What is Secession?
Following the Election of Abraham Lincoln in 1860 many southern states began to "secede" from the United
States. Secede means to break away or leave. Eventually 1 1 southern states would secede from the United
States of America in order to form their own nalion vvhich they referred to as the Confederate States of
America. This secession would ultimately lead to the American Civil War.

1. What does it mean to "Secede?"

2. After the southern states "seceded" from the United States what did they call themselves?

1860 Election and Lincoln's Views on Slavery
The election of 1860 was one of the most pivotal presidential elections in American history.The main issue of
the election was slavery and states' rights.On November 6, 1860, voters went to the ballot box to cast their vote
for President ofthe United States. Lincoln won the election in an electoral college landslide with 180 electoral
votes, although he secured less than 40 percent ofthe popular vote. The North had many more people than the
South and therefore control ofthe Rlectoral College. I-incoln dominated the Northern states bul didn't carry a
single Southern state.Before Lincoln's inauguration, eleven Southern states had seceded from the Union. Weeks
after his swearing-in, the Confederate Army fired on Fort Sumter and slarted the Civil War.
-Source: Election of 1860 History.com

Abraham Lincoln did believe that slavery was morally wrong, but there was one big problem: It was sanctioned
by the highest law in the land, the Constitution. In a three-hour speech in Peoria, Illinois, in the fall of 1854,
Lincoln presented more clearly than ever his moral, legal and economic opposition to slavery—andthen
admitted he didn't know exactly what should be done about it within the current political system.
-Source: What Abraham Lincoln Though About Slavery History.com

3. Who won Ihe election of 1860? What vvas the South's reaction to his victory?

4. Based on the text, how would you describe Lincoln s beliefs on slavery?



Civil War Secession Map

-Source: National Park Service
5. Based on the Civil War Secession Map above, list the 11 states that were part ofthe Confederate States

ofAmerica.

6. Based on the Civil War Secession Map above, what was the status ofborder states such as Kentucky,
Missouri, West Virginia, Maryland, and Delaware?

Fort Sumter
Fort Sumter is an island fortification located in Charleston Harbor, South Carolina most famous for being the
site ofthe first shots ofthe Civil War (1861-65). U.S. Major Robert Anderson occupied the unfinished fort in
December 1860 follovving South Carolina's secession from the Union, initiating a standoffwith the state's
militia forces. When President Abraham Lincoln amiounced plans to resupply the fort, Confederate General
P.G.T. Beauregard bombardcd Fort Sumter on April 12, 1861, kicking offthe Battle ofFort Sumter. After a 34-
hour exchange of artillery fire, Anderson and 86 soldiers surrendered the fort on April 1 3. Confederate troops
then occupied Fort Sumter for nearly four years, resisting several bombardments by Union forces. The
bombardment ofFort Sumter would play a major part in triggering the Civil War . In the days folloiving the
assault, Lincoln issued a call for Union volunteers to end the rebellion, while more Southern states including
Virginia, North Carolina and Tennesseejoined with the Confederacy.
-Source: Fort Sumter Definition, Who Won, & Significance History.com

7. Summarize Ihe evenls that took place at Fort Sumter and how it led to Ihe oulbreak ofthe Civil War



Drury Resource ELA Tribe Days 26-30 Name.

Assignment:

Read the following story by Tracy Stewart

Answer the text dependent questions
Answer the short answer questions.

The Champion of Qulet

By Tracy Stewart
It was a Tuesday, and Maggie hated Tuesdays.Tuesdays meant one thing: gym class. Gym

class meant one thing: picking teams. Picking teams meant one thing: Maggie would be

picked last. As always. Maggie was a new student that year in a class of champions. To help

herself remember the other kids, she'd come up with a special title for each one. There was

Kevin, Champion of the Clean Desk; and Lynnie, Champion of Knowing the Answer First; and

Caroline, Champion of Tardy.j And so on.

She'd had to think long and hard to figure out her own special title. After five whole weeks of

school, Maggie had decided. She was the Champion of Quiet. The Champion of Quiet sat on

the gym floor, sandwiched between the Champion of Daydreaming and the Champion of

Goofy Jokes. Maggie felt blue. She knew what was coming. She considered changing her title

to Champion of Last Pick.

Mr. Murphy, the gym teacher, asked for volunteers to pick the basketball teams. The usual

hands shot into the air. Maggie sighed and glanced to her right. She caught the eye of

Jasmine, Champion of Cursive J's. Maggie thought she might like to be Jasmine's friend but

never felt brave enough to talk to her. Looking at Jasmine, Maggie realized that Jasmine

seemed a little blue, too. Maggie thought, I'm not the only one plcked last. Sometimes

Jasmine is picked last, too. With that, the Champion of Quiet had an idea.

Mr. Murphy asked, "Anyone else want to volunteer today?"

Maggie felt her hand slowly rise. She looked agaln at Jasmine and took a big breath.Maybe It

was time for the Champion of Quiet to use her voice.

"Maggie?" Mr. Murphy smiled. "You want a turn?"

Do I? Maggie wondered. "Yes," she said.

The class murmured. Maggie leading a team?



"Yes," she answered again, louder this time. Her voice shook just a little.

"What's stopping you, then?" Mr. Murphy waved Maggie to the front of the gym, where the

other three captains—Champion of Jumping Rope on One Foot, Champion of Never Misses

a Shot, and Champion of Doesn't Know How to Lose—stood, ready to choose their

teams."Maggie, you get first pick," said Mr. Murphy. "Jasmine," announced the Champion of

Quiet.

The class snickered.^/Vas this ajoke? More than once, Jasmine had tried to score on the

wrong basket. Maggie smiled and repeated, "Jasmine." Eyes wide, Jasmine took her place

beside Maggie. The other three captains called out familiar names —the best players on the

basketball court.

It was Maggie's turn again. "I choose Jamie." Jamie, Champion of the Untied Shoelace.

Jamie could not dribble, throw, or catch. He knew what it felt like to be the last pick. But not

today. Jamie jogged to stand next to Jasmine. He tripped only once. The class sat in shock.

So it went. The names flowed from Maggie's mouth, sounding sure and strong. The stronger

she sounded, the stronger she felt. Three very talented teams took shape. And then there was

Maggie's team.

Maggie looked at her teammates. There stood Jasmine and Jamie, plus Gillian (Champion of

Hugs) and George (Champion of Very Big Musical Instrument). They were grinning at Maggie.

Maggie grinned back. 1 have chosen the worst team in the history of the world, she

thought.The Champion of Quiet walked onto the court with her team close behind, ready to

face players who were bigger and better.Game on!

The basketball slipped through Jamie's flngers, skated around Jasmine, dribbled itselfaway

from George and Glllian, and bounced off Maggie's head —twice. Their laughter echoed

throughout the gym. Clutching the ball and out of breath from running and giggling, Maggie

heard Jasmine call out, "Mags! Pass the ball to me!" I have a nickname, Maggie thought

happily. She threw the ball to Jasmine.

Of course, Jasmine missed. They were indeed the Worst Team in the History of the World.

And they did what any Worst Team would do. They lost. They lost big. But loslng a basketball

game doesn't make you a loser; Maggie knew that much. Maggie grinned at her team. We are,

officially, the Champions of No Score, she thought. Awesome.The Champion of Quiet walked



off the court with her new friends. And as the group made plans to sit together at lunch,

Maggie was no tonger surprised to hear her own voice joining the noisy chorus.

Text-Dependent Questions Directions: For the following questions, choose the best
answer or respond in complete sentences.

1. PART A: Which sentence describes the main theme of the short story?
A. It can be frightening to be the new kid at school.
B. Taking a chance and being brave can lead to making new friends.
C. People who have things in common make good friends.
D. If you want to stop something that is unfair, it's important to speak up.

2. PART B: Which detail from the text best supports the answer to Part A?
A. "Maggie was a new student that year in a class of champions. To help herself
remember the other kids, she'd come up with a special title for each one." (Paragraph 6)
B. "She caught the eye of Jasmine, Champion of Cursive J's. Maggie thought she might
like to be Jasmine's friend but never felt brave enough to talk to her." (Paragraph 13)
C. "Jamie, Champion ofthe Untied Shoelace. Jamie could not dribble, throw, or catch.
He knew what it felt like to be the last pick." (Paragraph 31)
D. "Maggie

grinned at her team. We are, officially, the Champions of No Score, she
thought. Awesome." (Paragraph 46)

3. PARTA: Whatdoes it mean that Maggie feels "blue" in paragraph 10?
A. She is sad about the idea of being picked last.
B. She is embarrassed that she is going to be picked last.
C.She is out of breath from participating in gym class.
D. She is afraid to speak up and talk to others.

4. PART B: Which detail from the text best supports the answer to Part A?
A. "Picking teams meant one thing: Maggie would be picked last." (Paragraph 4)
B. "Maggie was a new student that year in a class of champions." (Paragraph 6)
C. "She'd had to think long and hard to figure out her own special title. After five whole
weeks of school, Maggie had decided. (Paragraph 8)
D. "The Champion of Quiet sat on the gym floor, sandwiched between the Champion of
Daydreaming and the Champion of Goofy Jokes." (Paragraph 10)

5. Which of the following best describes what motivated Maggie to choose her teammates?
A. She thinks they will be good friends and wants to get to know them.



B. She believes that they are better at sports than her classmates realize. C. She wants
her classmates to know that she is a good person.
D. She understands how they feel always being picked last for teams.

Discussion Questions Directions: Brainstorm your answers to the following

questions in the space provided. Choose two questions to answer.

1. In the short story, Maggie and her teammates have fun playing basketball, even
though they lose. Why does this make them happy? Give an example of a time when

you had fun just by being yourself.

2. In the short story, Maggie chooses to change the way things are by volunteering to be
a captain. How is Maggie brave when she makes the choice to raise her hand? Describe
a time when you showed bravery because you wanted to make a change.

3. In the short story, Maggie gives herself the name "The Champion of Quiet." How does
she change what this name means by deciding to be a team captain? If you had to give
yourself a name or title, what would it be? How does that name make you who you are?

4.Why is it important to the story that Maggie decides to speak up and volunteer to be a
team captain?
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"Trojan
War

On Mount Olympus a decadent wedding feast was held and all the gods were
invited. Unfortunately, the goddess of discord, Eris, was mistakenly left off the guest
list. Angered by the oversight, Eris sought revenge. She appeared at the party and
rolled a golden apple amongst the party guests. Upon the golden apple was written,
"To the Fairest." Three Olympian goddesses, Hera (queen of the gods), Athena

(goddess of wisdom and war), and Aphrodite (goddess of love and beauty), all
claimed the prize. To settle the matter, Zeus asked Hermes, the messenger god, to
appoint an impartial judge. Hermes chose the beautiful young mortal Paris, who
was the son of Priam, the king ofTroy.

Each goddess tried to influence Paris with a special gift. Athena offered him victory
in war. Hera offered to make him ruler ofthe world, while Aphrodite proposed to

give him the most beautiful woman in the world as his wife. Paris chose Aphrodite
who rewarded her judge by promising him the most beautiful woman on earth,
whom everyone knew to be Helen, the wife ofthe Greek king Menelaus.

Lured by Aphrodite's promise, Paris visited the palace of Menelaus at Sparta.
Contrary to all the sacred rules of hospitality, Paris seduced the queen and
abducted her back to Troy. The theft of Helen was an act of outrage which invoked
the oath ofTyndareus, requiring the united powers ofthe Greeks to avenge the
wounded honor of Menelaus and retrieve Helen.

The Greeks traveled to Troy and for nearly ten years, the Greeks unsuccessfully
besieged Troy in the Trojan War. Finally, the Greek warrior, Odysseus, had the idea
to build a large wooden horse, known as the Trojan Horse. The Greeks hid warriors
inside the horse and left it at the gate ofTroy. Meanwhile, they pretended to sail
away. That night the Trojans took the Horse into their city and the warriors crept
out and threw open the city's gates. The Greeks entered, sacked the city and
claimed a victorious end to the great Trojan War.



rae juoeemenT OF
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Name Type Here

Directions: Create a storyboard withfive memorable scenesfrom "The Judgment of Paris and
the TrojanWar." Drawsketchesofthe scenesonthe left andwrite briefdescriptionsonthe right.

Sketches Descriptions

Insert Images Insert Text

Insert Images Insert Text

Insert Images InsertText

Insert Images Insert Text

Insert Images Insert Text
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1. Paris chooses Aphrodite as "the fairest." Explain some possible reasons behind his
choice.

Insert Text

2. Wouldit havebeen wisefor Paristochoosea differentgoddesstoreceive the

goldenapple?Explainyouranswer.

Insert Text

3. The Odysseytakes place immediatelyaftertheTrojanWarand is named after
Odysseus, creator of the Trojan Horse. The Odyssey is an epic tale and Odysseus is
considered an epic hero. Based uponwhatyou knowabouttheTrojanWarand
Odysseus,write a paragraphpredictingwhatyouthinkTheOdysseywill be about.

Insert Text

4. The gods andgoddessesare famousforinterferinginthe lives of mortals. Listthree

gods orgoddesseswithwhom you arefamiliarand make some predictionsabout
their possible interference in The Odyssey.

InsertText



8th Grade Honors Geometry (Vice)
Week of <April 27 to May 1

Angle of Elevation and Depression

This week we are working on Angle of Elevation and Depression.
• You need to include the notes attached in your math notebook.
• These pages should be in the Trig packet.
• I have included the blank pages for the notes in case you want to try

to work some of the probtems on your own. Then you can check to see
if you are doing them correctly.

Zoom:
• Our help session is Wednesday Apn'l 29,12:30 - 1:00.
• Meeting ID 241-291-113. Link is on google classroom.

Lesson
Page 1: Notes for solving angle of elevation problems.
Page 2: Notes for solving angle of depression probtems.
Pages 3-4: This is the page you will turn in for this week s work.

You will complete problems 1 through 10. SHOW WORK!!!
You do NOT have this paper.

Pages 5-6; Btank note pages.
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Name: Date:

Topic: Class:

Main Ideas/Questions Notes/Examples

Anql€»of
El^vallon

When looking UP to on object, the
angle of elevafion is formed by an

obsen/er's line of sight and
a horizontol line.

V*^

Exampl€»&

So'V& 4-hem

JU5-}- li )/)£ Wfi

1^4ve been

Solvi'nq +hem.

Mis^ing Side_

•fcr^ rah'6 (<angl&):
5ide_
Sxjfi

Mi'ssinq Anql£_

X=inVfcT5fi|

Directions: Draw and label a diagram, then solve for the missing part.
Round to the nearest tenth.
1 Casey sights the fop^>f an 84-foot ta

elevation of 58".. lf(Casei
base of the lighthouse?

f-J^

K-

•Skl-l<=1^ l>ft

is 6 feet taJj^lTow for is he standing from the

-^n 5?^ Tl.
><

•^ft-^^L
iw 581

X=4S.-1ft

2. The angle of elevation fromj3_kicker's foot on the football field to the
top of the goal post bors

'is(V7^t
If he is sfanding(l31 feet from the bo?§?

of the goal post, how tall is the goal post?
•t-a.n

o
n'

131
q

-tran H^-JL
1%1

l31.-ban 11 -X
X=^ 40.1-Pfc.

3. Leah's mom is standing at the bottom of the slide at the playground,
waiting for Leah to slide down. If the angle of elevation from the

(/6otto?FTi5>f the slide to the top is(^?and the slide has a vertical heiaht.

(of9 feet^find the lenath of the slide-

5in
o

Rft.
Kh Sin Mt^ = 4

^c
K=IZ.5?b.

- QX-5jjn-I-it<=_y.
Sir\^

4. A dog is standina 5 feet from the base of aj^gg, looking up at o cat
that has climbed 16 feet up the tree, What is the angle of elevation
from the point the dog is standing on the ground to the cat?

•^an y-4-nn-'//'ilL
O C\

'"" A- L-un
\~5~

X^'72..^',°1
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EXAMPLE

25

D

EXAP1PLE 2
12

Findmg yYiissivig
SIDESwi+h

TRIGONOnETRY

EXAMPLE 3 EXAF1PLE 4

EXAF1PLE EXAnPLE 2
17

32

Fincling VYiissiyig
ANGLE'S wi+h

JRIGONOnETRY
21

EXAHPLE 3 EXAF1PLE 11



Anql^ of
D^pr^y^ion

When looking DOWN to an object,
the angle of depression is formed
by on observer's line ofsight and C iFS^

a horizontal line. j?^l ) gS

The angle of depression is congruent
to the angle oLelevQtinn becquse
they are^lterriateinterior ongies)

Avglc of tepresslon

r aWwrui-tj'.
irrfiy;6r|

Exampl^y
Directions: Draw and label a diagram, then solve for the missing part.
Round to the nearest tenth.

5. A lifeguard is sitfing on a plotform, lookina down at a swirnmer in the
water. If the lifeguard's line ofsight isfo reet obove the groun^and
fhe angle of depression to the swimmer is 18", how far away is the
swimmer from the lifeguard?'ban

_L.-_ K ^ 8

^Q-I;^---
-bantS^—

.^^»
O l-i ^x^l?° K • ^arrt^ =^_

X CL -banl?

X-- ^^,^-Pirj

6. A pilot in a h^lic^pter spots a landing pad below. If the.angle of
depression i<[_73_Aind the horizontal distancejo the pod is(T_200 feeT;
what is the oltitude.of the helicopter?

<t|?-- ^n15=^ ^^ _
}w>

\\-^ 3^Z5-\-i,
12.00- -ban ~!3=)<

7. ByildlQSLA,is(@]eaUfl]Itand Build^ia B is^54feet_tal[) If the angle of
depression from the top of Buildina 6 to the top of Building A is02°J
how far apart are the buildings?

^^.^•_ ton - ^On42,=' IX".'<!:no~^ ' " -5
?IT<.\w/•t,5t

|S»0 \ i,S+--4»2)snt

B_

x.terr<=^
-hin'+L

[^H3.2.^

8. Zack is standing at the top of o lookouHgy^et and spots a water
fountain below^ If the lookout tower is^5feet tallland the angle of
depression i(28^what is the horizontal distonce between Zock and
the wgter fountain?

,~tan. j-»- •)<!- -15
in 4<3

x

-K-n-

y. • -^QFr^'^^35-
•^anZS

K=-141.1
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TRIGONOMETRYgHA^!
TriQonomstric Ratios: Find eoch trig ratio. Give your answer as o fraction in simplest form.

36

l.sinfi =

3.cos R=

5. tan R =

2.sin T=

4.cos T=

i.tan T=

FindinQ Sides & AnQlss' Find the value of .v. Round your onswer to the neorest tenth.

©GinaWilson[A!l Things Algebra®,LLC). 20)4-2018
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Angle of Elevation & Depression Trig Worksheet

1. Brian's kite is flying above a field at the end of65 m ofstring. Ifthe angle ofelevation to the kite
measures 70°, how high is the kite above Brian s head?

2. From an airplane at an altitude of 1200 m, the angle ofdepression to a building on the ground measures
28°. Find the distance from the plane to the building.

3. From a point on the ground 12 ft from the base ofa flagpole, the angle ofelevation ofthe top ot the pole
measures 53°. Hovv tall is the ftagpole?

4. From a plane flying due east at 265 m above sea level, the angles ofdepression ot'two ships sailing due
east measure 35° and 25 °. How f'ar apart are the ships?

5. A man flies a kite and lets out 100 feet ofstring. The angle ofelevation ofthe string is 52 . How high
offthe ground is the kite? How far away is the man from the spot directly under the kite?

6. From the top ofa vertical cliff40 m high, the angle ofdepression ofan object that is level vvith the base
ot the clitt is 34°. How far is the object from the base ofthe cliff?



7. An airplane takes off'200 yards in front ofa 60 foot building. At what angle ofelevation must the planc
take offin order to avoid crashing into the building? Assume that the airplane flies in a straight line and
the angle ofelevation remains constant until the airplane flies over the building.

A 14 foot ladder is used to scale a 1 3 foot wall. At what angle ofelevation must the ladder be situated in
order to reach the top ofthe wall?

. Standing on a cliff380 meters above the sea, Pat sees an approaching ship and measures its angle of
depression, obtaining 9 degrees. How far from shore is the ship? Novv Pat sights a second ship beyond
the first. The angle ofdepression ofthe second ship is 5 degrees. How far apart are the ships?

10 • In a right triangle, the 58-cm hypotenuse makes a 51-degree angle withone ofthe legs. To the nearest
tenth ofacm, how long is that leg?

p^



Name: Date:

Topic:

Main Ideas/Questions

Class:

Notes/Examples

Anql^ of
El€»vallon

When looking UP to on object. the
angle of elevation is formed by on

obseiver's line of sight and
a horizontal line.

w'^

Exampl€»?
Directions: Draw and lobel a diagram, then solve for the missing part.
Round to the nearest tenth.
1. Casey sights the top of an 84-foot tall lighthouse at an angle of

elevation of 58 . If Casey is 6 feet toll, how for is he standing from the
bose of the lighthouse?

2. The angle of elevation from a kicker's foot on the football field to the
top of thegoal post bars is 17". If he is standing 131 feet from the base
of fhe gool post, how tall is the goal post?

3. Leah's mom is standing at fhe bottom of the slide at the playground,
waiting for Leoh to slide down. If the angle of elevotion from the
bottom of the slide to the top is 46", and the slide hos a vertical height
of 9 feet, find the lengfh of the slide.

4. A dog is stonding 5 feef from the base of a tree. looking up ot a cat
that hos climbed 16 feet up the tree. Whot is the angle of elevotion
from the point the dog is standing on the ground to the cat?

©GinoWilson [Al! mings Algebra* LLC). 2014.2018
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Anql^ of
D^pr^^yion

When looking DOWN to an object,
the angle of depression is formed
by an observer's line of sight and

a horizontal line.

The angle of depression is congruent
to the angle of elevation because
they are alternate interior ongles.

hfwfcof txpiresslon

Examplp^
Directions: Draw and label a diagram, then solve for the missing part.
Round to the nearest tenth.

5. A lifeguard is sitting on a platform, looking down ot a swimmer in the
water. If the lifeguard's line of sight is 8 feet above the ground ond
the angle of depression to the swimmer is 18°, hov/ for away is the
swimmer from the lifeguard?

4. A pilot in a helicopterspots o landing pad below. If the ongle of
depression is 73° and the horizontal distance to the pad is 1200 feet,
what is the altitude of the helicopter?

7. Building A is 480 feet tall and Building B is 654 feet tall. If the angle of
depression from the top of Building B to the top of Building A is 42°,
how far apart ore the buildings?

8. Zack is standing at the top of o lookout tower and spots a water
fountoin below. If the lookout tower is 75 feet tall and the angle of
depression is 28 , what is the horizontol distance between Zack and
the waterfountoin?

©GinaW;[son (All Things Algebra9 .LC). 201-1-2018
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8th MC2 Science 4/27-5/1

Name: Date:

Tribe Day Week of 4/27

Tofinish out the year, we're going to take what we've learned about how the earth works and
use that to discuss how humans are interacting and changing those systems. Under ideal circumstances,
we would have had an entire unit discussing how humans are interacting with Earth's systems and what
we can do to improve those interactions. Sadly, we've had to improvise so we are going tofocus on
looking at some areas where humans are causing harm to our Earth and discuss possible solutions to
those problems. This week we will look at the number 1 use ofresources by humans worldwide:
Agriculturel

Everyone likesfood! Asa result, multi-billion-dollar business investa lot of resources into making
it. Growing or raising food is the number 1 use of both land and water worldwide as well as the second
highest user of energy. As a result, humans invest more of Earth's resources into our food than any other
aspect of your lives. While the result is readily available, delicious food, there are consequences to this
investment. Unprecedented regional droughts, climate change, desertification (taking fertile land and
making it unusable), and pollution have all resulted from inefficient farming practices. Please do not
mistake the tone of this article: WE ABSOLUTELY NEED THE AGRICULTURE INDUSTRY! ! It provides enough
food to sustain our population as well as jobs for millions of people world-wide and is a huge contributor
to the global economy. The focus must be efficiency. How can we get the food we need, but also
minimize the damage we do to Earth? As we have discussed all class long, there isn't another Earth for
ustofall backon. We musttake care ofthis one. Luckyforus, there aresome solutions.

In the face of a rapidly degrading planet the World's scientists got together to try to come up
with a solution to the damage we're doing to our planet. In the end there were two solutions that every
country needed to adopt, or we stand no chance at fighting global climate change. One of them relates
directly to every single world citizen: eat less meat. Before you grab your pitchforks and show up at my
house (this is Mr. Haney by the way, so don't blame the other teachers), hear me out because we really
have two options: continue to eat ridiculous things that aren't even good for us or save the planet.

Another important note: 1 didn't say never eat meat and 1 never will. Chicken is far too delicious
for that. 1 said eat less meat. Meat production is the single most inefficient use of resources globally. It
takes 1,000 gallonsofwatertoproduce 1 Ib. ofground beef. That's4 hamburgers.Thinkaboutmeat

production for a moment and you can see why it is inefficient. What do we feed the animals we eat? If

you work on a farm you know the answer. Its not grass. Its corn. If your meat comes from a grocery
store, it was fed corn. Wetake up hundreds ofthousandsofacres producing a food that humans could
eat and feed it to an animal so humans can eat that instead. The land use for livestock and theirfood is
astronomical (thatmeans reallyreallybig). We could improvethe amountofwaterwasted, soil ruined,
land space used, and carbon emitted all by eating less meat. In fact, more land is used to grow food for
livestockthan forhumans!!!! We use more land to growfoodforourfood than we dotogrowfood for
us!!



8th MC2 Science 4/27-5/1

For many of us, giving that up is difficult because meat is delicious. For many of us it is
impossible because our parents decide what we eat. But if we can make one small sacrifice of having one
meatless day per week. It would literally help us save the world. Thank you for coming to my ted talk.
Please answer the questions on the back.

Questions:

1. Give two examples of consequences from inefficient farming practices:

2. Which statement below best represents the opinion of the author of the article:
a. Agriculture is terrible and must be abolished!
b. Agriculture is necessary, but efficiency must be improved.
c. Agriculture is necessary and no changes are needed.
d. Thank goodness we have that back up earth that Area 51 has been hiding because we

really messed this one up.
3, One ofthe bestthingsan individual can doto reducetheirnegative impacton earth isto eat

less

4. Trueor False:Theauthorofthisarticleclearlysaid you should NEVEReat meatagain.
5. In at least 2 sentences, explain why raising livestock is less efficient than raising plants.

6. The article states that Agriculture is the biggest use of water globally. Describe one way that
water might be used?

7. Online or in a dlctionary or however you can find the definition to the word Sustainable. How do

you think that word relates to the article?

8. Name one food that you eat regularly that would be considered an "inefficient" food.

9. After readingthis article and learningaboutthe stateofour planetthisyear, howlikelyare you
to make a change to your diet to help? Please defend your answer.


